**FOOT-PRINT**

Fast setting shoe mark impression material

Isomark FOOT-PRINT is a two part silicone compound supplied in a ready-to-use twin pack cartridge. The compound is applied ready-mixed to the mark using a robust dispensing system and cures quickly to form an accurate, flexible cast.

Isomark FOOT-PRINT has been designed specifically for casting shoe marks in soil, sand, snow etc. and can even be used in wet or very cold conditions. Typical curing times are between 3 and 10 minutes to a maximum of 20 minutes in freezing temperatures.

Isomark FOOT-PRINT provides a fast, clean cost effective approach to shoe mark casting.

**BENEFITS**

- fast compound setting time (typically 3 - 10 minutes)
- no mess
- quality result every time (even in wet or cold conditions)
- time saving, cost effective method
- optimised for laboratory analysis

**FEATURES**

- quick and easy to use
- robust application system
- high accuracy durable silicone cast
- easily stored permanent record

---

For Sales Enquiries contact:

**Isomark Ltd, Unit 1, Marina Court, Tungsten Park, Maple Drive, Hinckley, Leicestershire, LE10 3BF, U.K.**

Tel: +44 (0) 1455 613285, Fax: +44 (0) 1455 613287,

Email: sales@isomarkforensic.com  Web: www.isomarkforensic.com